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THE DESIGN OF CHIP-BREAKERS by Narendra Bhargava 
ABSTRACT 
T.his report describes an experimental investigation of the de-
In this experiment the effect,of the use of a coolant on the 
formation of the chip, and on the design of the chip breaker ~'1.S been 
investigated. The experiment establishes that w·ith the t1se of a 
coolant the form of the chip l)er:::or-1e::; ti r::hte r than its f onn ~ti thou t 
the use of a coolant. Also that tl1e 
reduced in order to break the chip under the sa~e 
Three different work materials a re 1.. nv """,. ~ .:_ ,_.,. -, " _-~ .. -.; · · ,,., .. _.---~ · .. ~ ·t .. -.,_ ·i -.,_.. "--'I u I -- -· '(. ... • ' I ,• ' • ' 
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tic·ular set of cutting conditions and suitable chip 
a,re recommended. 
The experiment also establishes that there is no significant 
effect of the use of the chip breaker on the surface finish generated 
on the work piece • 
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ABSTRACT 
This report describes an experimental investigation of the de-
sign of chip breakers. 
In this e~eriment the effect of the use of a coolant on the 
formation of the chip, and on the design of the chip breaker h..a;; b:'l'!'en 
investigated. The experiment establishes that with the use of a 
coolant the form of the chin becomes tighter than its form w:i thout 
the use of a coolant. Als O th "' T ·•· ~- -d ,..- l..,.l',' r~r1in breaker deoth has to be 
.. 
reduced in order to break the chio ur::ie, th0 3a.M"' cutting conditions. 
Three different work materials are imr;:;: :,L,.;a ted tlnrier· 
:t·icular set of cutting conditions and suitable 
are recommended. 
' . . 
:1 r<=· a.~: ·::· :.. =1 e :-:; 1,r iS 
The experiment also establishes that there is no significant 
effect of the use of the chip breaker on the surface finish generated 
on the work piece. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The ever expanding technology- of metal machining has made it 
possible today to remove the excess material 
than ever before. Continuous efforts are still 
researchers in this field to develop ne,.1 \•Iork-ma ter·ials, tool-
materials and other tooling and equipment to make this process more 
ef:ficient and economical. The re is no other \•1ay but to keep this 
pr.ocess updated or ott1er newer techniques will supersede this con-
-v:entional method of metal removal. 
Metal removal at relatively higher rates increases the pro-
_dtictivi ty, lowers the cost and gives better :::~1 c:~ r1 :. r:.r· :1 ti 1 i :·.a.~:, ion, b·u t. 
concomitantly it gives rise to a set of problems. .,~ .. "\ -- .. . ~; .__... i f, ' t --· !!I, 
--~<" .-.. , .. ._,_{ --
... 
~" ... ·o· '-'tit ... • . iP .,., •-··· . 
. lems like tool life, machinabili ty, etc., have been of '"' -· ....... -1 * r:1 ,._.,.i,. ... ~,t..-~.: 
... ') 
to· t.he researchers in this field. A th . ~ T l ' no er series ot oron1.er~:; ~~:1-at • 
r·ecently concerned researchers consists of problems like Numerical 
Control, Adaptive Control, etc. 
The production of acceptable forms of the chip as a bypnxiuct 
of the process is another very impor"t:J.r:t associated \.ti th high 
rates of machining. The effective control of tt1e form of chip solves 
many problems, such as, 
a. Convenient disposal of chips. 
b. Minimization of down time on the machine. 
1 
·-
·-,. 
1· 
...,;; 
c. Reduce danger to the tool on account of intennittent 
overheating and quenching of the tool. 
:d. Consistent surface fir1isl1. 
e. Safety to the operator. 
This experimental work is an effort in the direction of the ~ 
:development of efficient and dependable means of 
2 
It is widely known that chip breakers are being t ~' ,• D ,r, '--i') -:_-_,, \~ 1n '00--··u.~-...11:t..... A::... .~ 
try for the control of chips. How far the present riesigr~s of 
breakers are serving the purpose for which they are meant is yet to 
be resolved. 
I. Chip Breaker Definition 
A chip breaker is a device in the form of a mechanical ob-
·st.ruction in the way of the chip flow with the ulttma.tr- r- 1i: .. :~·o:;c, of 
- . 
breaking the chip into an appropriate controllable s 1ze. Irt fa,ct 
·tbe obstruction in the path of flow bends or curls the chip, it. is 
the :secondary effect of this curl that causes the chip to break. 
Chip curlers and chip control grooves are other synonymous 
terms used to describe the means of chip breaking. 
2. Object Of This Work 
The purpose of this work is to add a link to the chain of .. ,ork 
,n,i.t,herto done and being planned at Lehigh University in thi:; of 
--- --~---..........;;;;;;:::::::~---------
1 
3 
efficient means of chip control and design of chip breakers. 
Professor George E. Kane and Ed1.,1a rel ,J. 1·':ctr~1;;~1.r::,r ;; 11gf;e:; ted a 
new, more logical and scientific method of chi-r ~,rf'·:::.1~:ir1z-~· ( c) The 
method was further investigated at Lehigh Un.iver'5it)r ;,.;ir'"'h a view to 
:d·evelop a suitable scheme for the design of chip breakers based on 
the ·new concept of chip breaking. Professor George E. Kane, Edward 
J. McTamany and Joseph F. Peri tore suggested the new design approach 
for the chip breakers. (3) 
The author took this work under the gL1idance of Professor 
George E. Kane in order to further establisb. thi.:; <:or.-: 1 ·r::~. :"or· a riu;ch 
wider range of cutting conditions and using a 
tJ1c:1.n examined previously. This 111ill increase the pract.ica.l ~;t;i_ ~; .. :-::::: t:; 
bf the approach and will become more attractive to the manufacturers 
.and users of cutting tool. 
The main objectives of this experiment can be summarized as, 
a. To study the effect of the use of coolant on the ch_ip 
form, chip flow and its effect on the 
breakers. 
b. To show that the design approach is valid for a much 
wider range of cutting conditions. 
c. To determine if the use of a chip breaker has any 
detrimental effect on the surface finish of the 
workpiece. 
The phenomena of chip breaking became more critical and sophis-
tica ted with the increase in speed. it is i~~po?--t.a.n t to 
understand how the chip characteristic changes 
speed. 
3. Low Speed Cutting 
While cutting at low speed the chip slides over the tool face 
at a speed of 1/2 to 1/3 of the actual cutting speed. The chio has 
.. 
. a natu.ral curl which further reduces its veloci tv·. Thi:; orovides ~ . 
su.ff·icient time to the opera tor to guide the chi tJ. J\no the r nhenomena 
·associated with low speed machining is buil t-t1p e<jf~e. 
edge acts as a chip breaker and thus helps to impc1rt 
• 
in the chip. The chip obtained in case of 101 •. 1 speed macl1ir.ir~r: ::c,: in 
general of the segmental type. It is brittle and is broken i11t.o r-r~g-
·ular pieces. It does not block the coolant or cro\•Id the work area. 
·Low temperatures are normally involvecl in this type of cutting and 
·the chip is not highly dangerous to the oper:::1 tor. 
4. High Speed Cutting 
Machining at comparatively higher speed involves more power, 
.and higher cutting temperatures are generated. 
the tool face at or near the cutting speed wh.ich may be three to six 
times as high as that when cutting at relatively low speeds. The 
5 
chip Obtained is hot, sharp, tough and stringy. The chip often wraps 
itself around the tool post and work piece thus endangering the qual-
ity of the surface finish, the life of the tool and the ability of 
the operator to operate the machine safely. 
block the flow of coolant thereby causing 
and quenching of the tool that results in 
4- h""' - .. ·" ·.j; ··~ T'~" '' • _; ... ,. "'.. -. 'f' • .. •1·•L1t": I - , , : I , > I .. · > .. . , . ; . . , I• --. V ,.,,_,.. -. :. ·- •~ -"'" "..,. ,,. • .. -:e , ... _.,. • "" .. _ , • • • • ._,. it ~ 
shortened tool life. These types of chip are also di f:'i -:,,L:,_ ·- •
0
0 :·e-
move from the machine, since they present an entangled ma:rn th.at 
offers danger to the operator. 
5. Development Of Chip Breakers 
The phenomena of chip breaking has been in existence for over 
.·2 .5. yea rs • 
. r.,~10 
,. .•• . ,_-ft res tll t:ir~g chip 
characteristic has drawn more attention to this field in ot""U.er to 
improve the efficiency of chip breaking. 
The earliest form of chip breakers were ground in steps on 
solid, one piece type of tool or on carbide tipped tools. (Fig. 1) 
The success of the breaker was then dependent on the skill and the 
experience of the tool-maker. Efficient and proper chip control was 
obtained after repeated trials, since there was no logical approach 
known at that time which could consider the different parameters 
affecting the chip control. 
This design of chip breaker did not endure with favour because 
i thi·s p_ra_ctice involved, 
6 
(Fig. 1) 
GROUND STEP TYPE OF BRFAK.ER 
-~ ( Fig. 2) 
MEX.!HANICALLY ClA?·~PED TYPE 
0 ';;' ~;{ r:.}, ;r ;;:i iii. _..,_,). • ..... ._.~t_ .. lilt ~ ...... 
.. 
a. Loss of tool material and of useful dimensions of the 
blank. 
b. Grinding of the step consumed expensive grinding wheel 
material and time. 
(i. Dimensions of the ground chip breakers can not be set 
to suit the cutting condition. 
7 
These conditions are especially critical in the case of carbide 
tool material. 
These difficulties led to the development of the mechanically 
clamped type of chip breakers. 
of a sufficiently hard and tough material which >1.n res L; t the high 
temperature and wear involved in the machining proce:;:;. 
breaker consists of a flat plate of appropriate dirnenc; ion:.; to :;ui t 
the tool holder. The breaker has a square or bevelled edge placed 
conventionally, parallel to the cutting edge of the tool. (Fig. 2) 
This design of chip breaker does not require the use of expensive 
diamond wheel grinding and has more fle:x:it:i.li ty because of its ad-
justability. Another significant advanv1;:;e, of •;hi3 design is that 
there is an area contact between the chip and th•· br"?ak,,r when:as 
the ground chip breakers normally provide line contact. 
great aid in increasing the life of the breaker. 
Difficulties with the clamped type of chip breaker consist of 
possible shifting of the breaker caused by the heavy pressure exerted 
by the chip on the breaker. Another serious problem with this type 
., 
I. 
_,---· 
8 
of breaker is the possible trapping of the chip between the breaker 
and the tool face. 
Later development of chip breaker's design provided the molded 
g.roove type of breakers. These grooves molded o~ . ' n c, , _ ), - • • ., _,e • · " ·" ,..,. · ·· - k e I I ·.· :. ,. p ,, .. ,. .~oo ...... ., ... ,.- , .. ~·.. . 
the design much simpler than the mechanical t~l1)e, ;l!1d 
. changing or indexing of the inserts. 
::auicker .. 
However, this type of breaker design, or the mechanical type· 
p): .. bvides the breaker face parallel to the cutting edge. The 
b.eing that this obstruction would be directly in the path of the chip. 
This point will be discussed in detail later in this report. 
·6. Mechanism Of Chip Formation And Chip Flow 
In order to have a clear understanding of the subject 
irr1portant to review briefly the mechanism of chip f orma tioI1, an·d 
·r1ow. 
,,.,. !~:, ~I ~I 
,,_,. ... ,_._ l:Y' 
, 
A cutting tool is basically a v1edge and any cutting situation, 
for practical purposes, can be rep res errLeci t):t tr1e orthogonal ( two 
dimensional) single point cutting tool situatior1 scherr.a.t.,i,cally rep-
resented in figure J. 
~ = Shear plane angle 
Tool 
Work Piece 
Fig. 3 
9 
As the tool pushes against the work piece, the material di-
rectly in front of the tool becorne~3 compressed. The comoressed 
• 
materl
. al has a natural tendency +o 'Y"'r;, l -~ f:.~.rr. 1· r· r;:: ,:~ tr"P!-::t~;t-.-~ 5 __ ·· n· d·· it· does V ,I,. ·- -- , •• · .•• · • •·• .. , '"""·' ,,, . • ,,-,,_.~,,. ~~., J Q -
so by advancing upward along the face of thr- tool. Th:i_:: :-l.o..- i.;; 
resisted by the frictional forces between the 
and the tool face. 
The stress level within the compressed material rises to some 
.. 
critical point before it is relieved by either plastic flow 01· 
ture. This failure is presumed to take place along a plane of shear, 
although it is wide~ accepted that this is not a well defined plane 
but a zone of shear, which for mat,r1(:::~tcit_:,ic_:~11 
by a plane. The shear zone has 1 \. ' t . .. • a 0 -r.,;::. r ')· 0 i 1 ni ,f4 ··1·n· j';", .,...~, " n, p 
•• ...._, ... -l_, ...... • -~ • ,-, lilt. ',.::;-· -~ • ''·.'." 
of the shear zone begins and an upper bot1z1d f,,:hr:~ r<:~ 
complete and results in the formation of a chip. 
.. • . ·- - 1' . ... •"fl - • '~ 11 i;!; 
,,.,.r1 .. -• ...., 1 0 1 · r' ci ''* .:1a Q?"":l .~ ,- 4! .,._ .:·· •'i;:_,-j- · II • "t':::i -.; ,. , ,,· L ti 1t 
Many authors have classified three different types of chips 
When the material is defonned along the shear plane. (17) 
a. Discontinuous Chip 
Figure 4 shows how the material in front of the tool flows 
over the face of the tool (fig. 4A) , how the:, crack is developed 
(fig. 4B), and finally how it results in discontinuous chip (fig. 
4C). 
,r 
10 
' A. B C 
Fig. L 
o:. :C_·ontinuous Chip 
This type of chip results when its maximum shearing stress 
r.eaches its shear strength before the rnaxinu:-: norrk1l stress reaches 
its tensile cohesive strength. This t 1 rne of =~ r1 j_ r t1a.s a tendency·.. to J . * 
wrap around the tool and the work area and cause~3 Uni e·~ r .. o· ni o···· r-~, ·r, , ~ t• 1 1· n·· -
. • ,:#" ~ " • • . .. ..... c ·.:• --• _..,, ' • 
terruptions in the cutting cycle. (Fig. 5) 
Tool 
Fig. 5 Fig. 6 
J 
11 
c, Continuous Chip with built up edge 
This type of chip (Fig. 6) is formed when high pressure and 
high temperatures are associated with the cuttinr(. Small fragments 
Of the chip adhere to the nose of the cutting 1~001. These frai;Ments 
.ar.e gradually welded to the face of the tool becau~; e o::· 
anti this results in the fonnation of the built up 
then; flows over the built up edge which also acts 
. 
ec1ge. 
as an 
for the chip flow. When the chip strikes the built up edge on it.s 
travel over the tool face, it is bent away from the tool face re-
sulting in an infinite helical spiral. 
7. Mechanics Of Natural Curl Of Chip 
It is important to analyse why the chip after passing through 
the shear zone will travel along the tool face for a given di, • .. a:-:.;e, 
before it curls off in the space. This is known as a natural curl 
of the chip. 
One of the explanations for this is that it is caused by the 
variation in the rate of deformation aero,;:; the shear plane, thus 
imparting a varying instantaneous velocity to the chip. (Fig. 7). 
The resulting chip is longer on the side in contact ;,;:i th the tool 
face than the outer side of the chip, thereby forcing 
curl off into space. (4) 
., 
12 
T'ool 
VARIATION OF VEIDCITY OF CHIP ACROSS SHFAR PLANE 
_.-
Fig. 7 -"" < .·."· 
8. Review of Literature 
The problem of chip breaking is not recent, it has existed 
since the development of the machining process. However, in the 
early stages, by the virtue of the rt1clir1er1tary nature of the process, 
it was never considered a problem of 5if~I:.i:'i.::~:':!.rit importance. Later 
-when the sophistication of the machining r r~ ~~e ,~ :; i.r1::: r····<1~; •::ri, the 
p;rocess became more demanding and more expensive ar:.ci a. t ·~«;:!!;. tion ;.;as 
di·rected to this problemo 
Considerable work has been done in th.is field by Henriksen. ( l) 
He approached this problem by modifying the natural curl or the radiu;; 
of the chip by presenting an obstacle in the path of flow of the chip. 
Conventionally he placed the obstacle parallel to the cutting edge of 
the tool. In the earlier part of his research, Henriksen used step 
type of chip breakers ground on the face of the tool. In his later 
1) 
work he used the mechanical clamp type of chip breakers. His main 
work was related to the developmen·t of tr1c· pr·r)r:•=-!""' h<2ight and depth 
of the breaker. He observed that by manip11l·1\ior: ():, ~.,h.r· h.eight. and 
depth of the breaker, a desirable curl radi11s ca.r. 
c:hi..p, which he considered as the main requirement r i. or .. , ...... -'-> ,; I· f-·:tr ;~,. ···, -, 
of desirable form of chips. He also related the feed rate to the 
form of resultant chip. ( 1) 
Later Kane and McTamany (2), advanced the idea of relating the 
.c)h:ip breaker performance to the direr2 tior1 at ~,.;hich its face is pre-
·s:ented to the chip. Thel. r approach i· .(= .... ·) t.o r> ·po~.r·: .. ir, r •1,,:. ~)'r"C>"'.li!"','.:). r r"'l.c~ - ... .,.,.,.. \-· ... ·. • .•c• '-.... "._.f ~ - .-: '. ~ ~ ... -1. 'CJ.. r ... ·-~-- . M:. Q ~ 
approximately normal to the chip flo,.1. mh• I · 1 '-' .. ~::, rE ;:,. -.~ .r, C n- ("' ,.-~. "r': ~ ... • •• '""',d j. l 
__ ..,. _) • ,i 
_A · ,- (-• 
-,·· 
. 
,Q: 'f, r·, r C• n n· ·~w \.... 'I,' - .• ..... ·. i il!'•';c:t' 
areas for doing research in the field of efficieri. t r:r~i;-: >~or~· : 4 :1.l. 
T:his concept also provided a more scientific and logical 
to ·de.al w.ith the problem. 
It should be mentioned that Henriksen (1), considered a range 
of depth of cut from .1oon to .JOO", a small S.C.E.A., and .a small 
nose radius. These conditions rest.11 t in a flo\,; direction of the ch.ip 
approximately normal to the chip breaker placed parallel to the cut-
ting edge. 
Henriksen related the feed rate to the chip breaker design. 
He claimed that with the increase in the feed rate, the 
more rigid. (1) He also claimed that by the adjustment of ti1t? :~c~£1d 
rate any desirable form of chip can be obtained, other conditions 
remaining same. (1). 
· ....... 
Other experimenters who have dealt with this problem, with a 
different approach, are Ostwald and :3ha.ml)lir1 ( l]) , Kiselev ( lL), who 
have experimented with the dynamic chi:r:, r)rc:.~·:-: .. :,r· ,-i,:::~; i.gri. This method 
.c:onsists of superimposing an external periociic ·vi·~-: ra. :,::~or: 
tool, which causes effective displacement of the ~ool 
s·uch a way that it causes a variable chip \•ridth. Proper control of 
the frequency of the tool vibration results in a desirable chip fonn. 
The obvious disadvantage of this process is the use of an expensive 
.apparatus required to impart a control1~:;ci frequency to the tool. 
proi::i_ch consists of providing tt-10 chip breakr? r 
face of the tool parallel to the cutting edge 
.. bt'e:aker located at the corner of the tool. He cor1dt1c te<l rt:i_:; i:-~·:·c::: ti-
gation on the pin lock type of throv1 a,.,ay insert. Th l.. ~ ,ct e·  ·-~ -i. . .. ·- ,.-, .,. o ... . ..., ' t·· ' i .. ' 
-
.,,,.,,.. ' 'I._::,'!' 
_...., • ....,,_ .. • ' ~·- • 
~j 
,.~~ '!It 
vides that the breaker groove nearest to the edge will break the chips 
of lighter feeds, while the second groove ,,rill break the chips of 
heavier feeds. The dimple on the carrier ,,.;ill break the chips fonned 
i"ri light and finishing cuts. Wirefelt clair1.; breaker covers 
a much wider range of cutting conditions than tr~e 3inglc: p,;1r~;t.l~el type 
and provides satisfactory chip control. 
The concept of providing the chip breaker face nonnal to the 
·direction of chip flow was enlarged in the Manufacturing Processes 
Laboratory of Lehigh University. This led to the publication of 
technical paper, "Systematic Approach To The Design Of Chip Breakers," 
15 
(4 & 5). In this work a suitable method for the prediction of chip 
flow angle from the various pararn.e~>,r:; affecting the chip flow have 
been established. Colwell' s approach ( 5) for ~,he rietr;rn,ina tion of 
chip flow angle is a s ui table and convenient me tho ·i :~ o :· c :-c, ·: t:. c: al 
use. Peritore in his experimental work (S) veri:'ir-,i ·.11,, r:·n;:o::r:d 
d¢sign approach. He desl
. gned breakers for thrPP ,r-11 f~f~n•"',::.n~ . .-,- .. ,."'.t-•'!'~~- ~}r---.. .. • 
__ ~>e-,-/o i--', ,,.__ .. _ .. _ ;,_,,., • ,. -d. • , ~,:' • ... ·..• - ,... ··- (·5 ...,..,,_ i:e.:..~ 
Peritore also examined the effect of the chip breaker on the surface 
finish of the work piece and on the tool wear. 
The work presented in this report is an extension of Peritore•s 
work over a much wider range of cutting conditions. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
l. Selection Of Variables 
There are various parameters which control the cutting· process 
and many of these affect the ability to control the . . 
i,,-.. ,-.. -"!'. • ....,. ' .... 
-,\:,,,_,,. i N- .._*-._ i ,'· 'I i • -. . 1.1 , ,, ...... - • ~ ... ~ r1 I' :1 I ,t....-• _,.,' ~ .. jl , _ _..,, 
- ... _,,__ ... __ JI, • 
ables that most affect the chip formation are those cho~en a:, the 
:Lnc:lepertdent variables in this experimental undertaking. 
1.1 Work Material 
The physical and mechanical properties of the material play an 
important role in the formation of the chip. 
• ll. • 
m1·· ~ in· an,r"i ~a,,,., 11'1 "In 
.. -•-.::-:-~ • ·~- .. 1.-. .! i \,./ ,_ .. ~~ j :A.-. 
.. . 
the selection of this independent variable was to 
·• . t 
f ·-· ;, C • '1 . :, f, ·· •. ;"'- i ·; ·1 ,·- . .... •• • ~-
1
• • • ..s, • •· ,.., ·") ,• .... - a e r 
'\.) '4, ... ,.... .., ~ ---~ ,.,) "" • "-··- ') ,:, .. _.,.. * -~~ . \Ii,#'' 
iatls·. which produce continuous chips. This 
the more ductile materials. A wide range of ductile matez·ial.; :n·e 
used commercially. Three materials of this family were selected as 
representative. They are, 
a. AISI 1020 
b. AISI 4145 H 
c. 2024T4 Al. 
16 
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Figure ( 8) 
I 
I 
I 
Clamp 
Figure ( 9) 
H~HANICALLY 1~LAMPED 
BREJ\KER 
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1.2 Tool Material 
Tool material does not play an important role in the formation 
of chip. However, a large variety of tool materials are available, 
each tool material being suitable in a cert.;1i .. r. ,;.--:t of .. ";titting condi-
tions. With this consideration the tool materi21l :;electeci 1 .. :as, 
~ - 370 Grade 
T.he .¢:ornposition o·f this tool material is given in appendix (1). 
1 •. 3. 'I\o.o.l Geometry 
As discussed before, the direction of flow of the chip is de-
pendent on the tool geometry. Nose rad-i U;) ~:1~1ci t:.rh.e side cutting edge 
angle as the main parameters controllirlf~ Lr11· (ii :·c-:'°~ t.i,c.)r1 c)f ,chip flow. 
-~ . .. 
.) 1 cCte 
:9:.t~-tting edge angles of zero degrees and fifteen degree~; · .. :et""e ~2;.:a:.ined 
iJ} this experiment. 
The tool geometry was selected to suit the material and the 
\ cutting conditions. A positive rake angle was selected for use with 
aluminum and negative geometry was uE_; ed for 1020 and L.lLS H steel. 
The details of ·the tool geometry are given in appendix (2) • 
... 
J 
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1.4 Chip Breaker Material 
During the initial portion of this experiment oil hardened tool 
steel chip breakers were used. The of the tool steel, 
in aonen·dix { l) . .. .. 
r 
its- heat treatment and resulting r:;:r·orc:1't:t.-~:,.; are 
For reasons to be discussed later, the la:,er par"t o:" ".' .. h.F· 
was conducted with chip breakers ground on the f::1. 1ce o:~ tl1f-' ·~,otJi. 
l.S Tool Breaker Geometry 
The height of the breaker was fixed as 0.030", th.is was based 
on the recommendation of the insert manufacturers (u). The out.side 
dimensions of the tool steel t)reaker \·1ere fi;<ed as 0.0)0 high x O. 750 
wide x 0.801 long ( figure 8), to suit thi::· ciin:-:?r1,; ior~3 of the tool 
holder. The chip breaker was held on the ~ ""' .... I 1..,0 0 ~-
mechanical clamp. A set screw was provideci on t h, ,--;:: . 
..., Ill • '"···· 
adjust the setting of the breaker. This helped in ·,.-.. _ .. ,. ... ,...-ili .. e· -r.fc7• Ir • ... .. ., ... ~- r.. .. 
edge fl·ush with the side cutting edge of the tool. The r-~r~·r:h~t.::i -~:--~~-
clam.peel type of breaker was a source of difficulty and error·. -h· !,I " . . ·1.·· t'" . ~ 
was also experienced and explained by Peri tore (u). The angle was 
fixed as 41° as proposed by Peri tore ( 4). 
Ground chip breakers used in the later part of the experiment 
were also of the same geometry as the mechar1ical clamped type of chip 
breakers. 
1.6 Cutting Conditions 
The previous study done at Lehigh University was under dry 
cutting conditions. It was decided to use a coola.n~,., 
iment. This was done to better represent the actual P ..... 0,-..1, . . .-·, • :, ,'') y-, f iJ' ?! ', I .\ 'I ,. .. . ·\.,.,_-ft ·1:-c-• '.... ·-~· ~""'- ~-- •• 
cc>ndi.tions usually encountered. The rate of flow of coolant was 
:k_e:pt ap.proximately constant • 
. l.7 Speed 
20 
The cutting speed selected for 1020 and hlhS H steel was 500 
sfpm. The range of spindle speeds available on th0 :v1 ·: !1ine was 
limited, and therefore, the nearest spindle speed correspon·ii:11; to 
the selected surface speed was used. For aluminum a speed of 800 
sfpm was s-elected. 
1.8 Feed 
As discussed before, in this experiment, empha:;i;; has been 
given on wider range of cutting conditions. Hence fou.r· feed;; rates 
were used. 
a. .004S11 , b. .007 11 , c. .012 11 and d. .019 11 
1.9 Depth Of Cut 
Depth of cut varying from • 01011 to .07011 with an increment of 
• 010" selected for the study. 
.. 
... :. 
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2.0 Dependent Variable Studied 
The dependent variable of prime importance in this work was the 
type of chip being produced. The chips 
a classification system that will be explainDci 1:1·~·,::!". 
phasis in this work was directed toward the production 
chips rather than the pref erred range. 
~ .. O! 
A second dependent variable measured was that of surface finish 
·generated on the workpiece. 
J.O Method Of Data Collection 
The first stage in the experiment was to study the effect of 
coolant on the fonnation of the chip and on the d~:; L:r: o :· :,h•· ;hi.p 
breaker. The 1020 material was first selected for tb.i:< 
.~ ..,._~ """. ---.. •.· a ; ..• ......... -- ~ on !. • \ ', ,· .(_• - f. : 1· 
....... • ~ .. \ ,, ... 1 ~ < 'iii- -..• • _ ... _ , 
.a.nd the mechanical clamped type of the chip breaker wa:s 
. -
r::. ,.... ,-.. :, o· - - • • ·-· 
,...,_ ..... ""'II\_ .. : _.., 1,.- • - -· • 
y ~ 
chip breaker depth of .134" was first used to study the type of chips. 
Thi.s depth was recommended by Peri tore for the range of cutting condi-
ti.ons he consi.dered (4). The form of chip produced was first noted 
with no coolant, and then the same cuts 
-. -. ..,,..,, ,,-.... •- ....... . ... ·- ~ 
•,, ~ f._~ _• :r - •. ------···'" I' .. f p t -<, ~ •1 
I ·-_ -' .- '·--,- . ..,;t·i._ a • "° • ,i, ' ~i·; l nrJ' L4i-"t-. , • •t-:i the 
coolant. The rate of flow of coolant was maintaln•cd armi-oxi:-,a. tely 
. " 
constant. 
The fi.rst stage of the experiment demonstrated that there is 
a significant difference in the form of the chip produced, when \tsing 
a coolant, than that produced when cutting dry. This fact was also 
verified for the other work materials examined • 
----
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During the initial studies great difficulty was experienced 
•. 
With the mechanical clamped breaker. The main difficulty was that 
the breaker had a very short life, the breaker 
to heavy wear on account of the high pressure . ' . 
·1 r; . .,.. r ,-.\ · ": r t~ iri 
......... .. • • t .. _.,,, --"''-' ... c_e+ ·-·-· • 
:; t1bjec ted 
C 
·.·.hi· ·p· tended to get trapped between the t 1 ., 'r)/"1. ~1r,~,.-.):.#nr t~c"c ... 
o o a .... ,... .., .. ___ ..... ··--·· .. ... £• -- ··- • 
It was then decided to grind the breaker face 
away inserts. This was done to eliminate the major problcr: of the 
trapping of chip, which significantly affects the performance of the 
breaker. This also overcomes the problems associated with high temp-
eratures and pressures. As discu;;3ed earlier in the development of 
• 
chip breakers, this is not a very gooci 
does provide a positive approach in the 
:molded groove type of inserts, \olhich is 
all :present efforts in this field. 
. . (--, {~.. --: ~1 ;~-l ., .. 
k '._J .. __ J ~-•,a, ~--:-. ,,. Holt;ever, 1 t 
"' . ' . 
--11 7·, ,-. ,- .. ~- .• ..) .... -, f • · .. .' 1 '' t, ~ I 
'-·o _...-., • --• \.,...,.. t _. ~~ I \..._, • ... 
the experiment and removed most of the difficulties experienced with 
t.he mechanical type of chip breaker. 
The next stage in the experiment was to design the breaker for 
the full range of conditions examined. The height 'H' and the angle 
of breaker 'B', were standardized to the values proposed by Peri tore 
(4). The experiment consisted of finding the sui.tablc, depth of the 
breaker which would produce acceptable chips in thr, :-,,1 l :-;,n,;e of the 
cutting conditions examined. The decision rule 
the stage IV of his experiment ( 4) was used for this part 
experiment. After establishing a suitable depth of the breaker, the 
.. ·.-:..-
2) 
same cuts were repeated with the designed chip breaker and cutting 
dry, and the resulting form of chips r,· 0 rr:, ' . ,._., .... ' .. 
th t d ·th ut si·ng the chi·p break,"'r hu..,· -,~··--,:.,_, ___ ... ~.-.. ... ·•",·~ 
· en repea e wi o u 
· c ··~·-:: .. L ... , , i 1\., ,.~.~~r. , .• i .••. ,.~·· 
:coolant. 
re - """- " *.. .. .~: ,. •. '. ·• . .,., -· ~. • :l t f-'-"-" ·· I, • -·• ' ~ ~ - • ;,, ~ ... ·.~. d, "' .. -: . ., .. j. •. ., J • '! .... ... • 
Th~s port~on of the experiment was 
wo·rk ma. terials. The same experiment was then 
material 1020 steel, and using a side cutting edge angle of l~~o. 
The final portion of this experiment was to study the effect of 
r the use of the chip breaker on the surface finish. Six cutting con-
ditions were selected for this stt1d;l• The c11ts \4ere taken in a random 
manner so as to eliminate the effect of ch::1r1r;·? in si1rfa.,c;e speed d,Je to 
change in diameter and the tool wear. The st1rf~1Gt:! f ir1isr1. '..tas measured 
with the surface indicator. 
Chip Classification 
For the purpose of this study the chip fonn was categorized in 
seven classifications, as discu:s:;eci t)elo,,1. 
The classification LC \·Icl5 t1:,;ecl to .dr:-;signate a long and conti.nuou.s 
it1finite helical type of chip. 
a~:; a long chip 
if its length exceeded 8°. A suffix's' was add•]d to classi-
f1·cat1·on to represent a conti·nuous stri·ncrv or ... :1 ,r".cJn,t·.~11·.'.·,·-,·1,'. -~··.':-., ..... ,,1'·•·,p. , f:::::.,.,1 ' t_,, "'-,-.,1 -.,. Iii, it ··.I. .... , ,11,1 • ... '<,,_.~ , ... ~ 1 ,,;, ...... • _t. ~-- ,, •. _ .• ·:"l,,::, 
type of chip. This classification corresponded to th(~ c:la~;~ .. ;ific.a.tion 
'UB' .· , given by Peri tore (4) .i 
I 
The letters 'LB' were used to designate a long broken chip. A 
chip is considered as long broken when the regular infinite helical 
- ,,,. 
2h 
ty11e of chip breaks into lengths, varying anywhere from L" to 8". 
This classification corresponded to the classification 'LB', as given 
by Peritore. (4) 
The classification 'RI' was used to designate a regular i.nter-
tnittent chip. This chip is of the same type as 'L3 1 , 
P·eri tore, but the length of the chip varies f ram t;,10 f\111 t.'J z~n,.:~ ·~cJ L O • 
T-he letters 'FN' were used to designate a chip, r.,;hi:cl1 ~ •. ;~1::; of 
the shape of figure of nine. This chip is in fact a fu.11 turn chip, 
having a varying radius of curvature. 
The designation 1 FT' was used for a full turn chip. 
The letters 'HT' were used to designate a half turn chip or 
small fragmented chipo 
The designation 'OC 1 was used to rep_resent an overcror.,;ded chip. 
·T.his .corresponds to the designation 1 OC ' used by Peri to re. ( h) 
The class if ica tions 'RI ' , 'FN' , 'FT' and 'HT I correspond to the 
classification 'OK', as used by Peritore. (h) 
When the chip form varied fron one classification to another in 
the same cut, either both classifications ,.;ere noted or the fonn havi.ng 
greater proportion was noted. 
It is clear that a wider classification system \ttas used in the 
experiment. The main purpose was to represent the ~1~,;ttt~t.2 :~c1:~. ():~ 
and to give a very clear idea as to how the chip f onn i:; i:t1..ar-~/~:. :~.1: .. ~ : ~ ; .... 111. ~ ~_r i ' 
the change in the cutting conditions. The chip fonn from 'F'T' t~o 1 ?U 1 
can be considered as the desirable form of chip, and the range varying 
from 'HT' to 'LB' can be considered as an acceptable fonn of chip. 
,. 
\. 
Material: 1020 
Coolant: Yes 
d 
f 
f1 - .oous 
f2 - .007 
f3 - .012 
c1 - ·.019 
.010 
RI/LB 
LC/LB 
LC/LB 
LC/LB 
Material: 1020 
Coolant: 
d 
f 
f1 - .0045 
f2 - .007 
f3 - .012 
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No 
.010 
LB 
LB 
LB 
RI 
III. RESULTS 
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Material: 1020 
Coolant: Yes 
d 
.010 f 
f1 - .0045 LB 
f_2 - .007 LB 
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Material: Aluminum 
Coolant: Yes 
d 
.010 f 
.. f1 - .0045 LC 
f 2 - .007 'L.(} 
f3 - .012 RI 
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500 ~ S1Dm 
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\ 
Material: Aluminum Speed 1000 :;. f nrr. .'~ ,rr_,, ~·""" .1 ,. ) .,..,, . ./ ;~,;,j \, 
Coolant: No 
d 
.020 .030 .oho .010 f 
f1 - .0045 LC/LB LB LB RI RI RI/FT FT 
f2 - .007 LC LB RI FT FT HT HT 
..... 
f3 .012 LC LB RI FT FT HT HT 
'" 
-
er - .019 RI FT FT FT HT 111 HT 
Material: Aluminum Speed 1000 sfom 
. 
.. 
Coolant: Yes 
d 
.oho .oso .010 .020 .OJO ..,:::.,.. ( 
• 'i - ' 
f 
f1 - .0045 LCs LCS LC 8 LCs LC5 LCS LCS 
f2 - .007 LB8 LC8 LCRe LCs LC5 LCRe LCS 
f3 - .012 LB8 LC 8 LCRe LCs LCS LC LC 
•· 
c1 - .019 LB8 LB LCs LC 5 LC~ LCRe LC .~) 
.. 
I· 
I 
i 
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Coolant: Yes 
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Speed 500 sfpm 
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MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE FINISH: 
Material: 1020 sfpm 500 SCEA = 0° 
Depth of 
Cut 
Feed 
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f2 .007 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULT 
The results of each portion of this experiment have been pre-
sented in the tabular form. 
The first stage of the experiment showed that the use of a 
.coolant has a significant effect on the formation of the chip. The 
change in the form of chip necessitates a change in the design of 
chip breaker. The change in the form of chip may be due to the 
quenching effect of the coolant. The chip becomes much tighter be-~ 
"'>i 
.cause of the strain hardening. Th . 'h h" r',i "'~ '....... ,.=,... ,: __ ... .... . ~ ' ..... l s I_;. a u ~) ,-:::; .. ::_) l, e ·,,~ . J.. p 
,. to move a.way 
from the edge of the chip breaker which con.· e,ru,·;c ',Ly 
the 
forth of the resulting chip. For the production of' thP of 
chip, it is therefore necessary to reduce the depth of 
.. 
The next stage in the experiment was to design suit.able ::'lip 
breakers for the range of cutting conditions selected. The follo;.'ing 
chip breakers are recommended for the three materials. 
Material 
1020 
2024T4 Al. 
1020 
4145 H 
S.C.E.A. 
15° 
40 
Breaker Deoth 
.12011 
.1)1" 
.055n & .08011 
../ 
• 
i 
I • 
I 
I 
• 
·, 
• 
,. 
bl 
In the case of the material hlu5 H, two separate chip breaker 
designs have been recommended. The cutting conditions in which each 
design is recommended are, 
Feed 
f1 
ff:" .. ·.
·f·· 
·····3. 
f4 
Depth ·of 
Cut 
.0045 
.007 
.01? 
.019 
0 
.010 .020 
.oss .055 
.oss .oss 
.055 .055 
.055 .080 
.030 .040 .050 
.055 .055 .080 
.ass .080 .080 
.080 .080 .080 
.080 .080 .080 
The· next stage in the experiment ,,1as to study the 
.060 .010 
.080 .080 
.080 .080 
.080 .080 
.080 .080 
use .of the chip breaker on the surface finish of the ~J.:ork !""'iat-:::!~:~!l. 
The results have been presented in the tabular and the graphical form. 
Proces_s ca-pabilities for a 95% confidence lirn.it have also been plotted 
o.n t:he. _graph. Comparing the surface finish measured for the different 
c11tt·ing conditions, and the process capabilities of the equipment used, 
it can be concluded that there appears to 1Je no significant effect of 
t.he· µse of the chip breaker on the surface fini:;h ger1er.:1. ted. 
• 
• 
4'-" 
V. CONCLUS10!'5 
I, 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the work documented 
:in, this report. 
a. The addition of coolant significantly effects the chip 
form. It changes the curl of the chip and_ make;~ it r-!iore 
uniform. 
b·. Chip breakers can be designed that are effective over a 
wide range of cutting conditions using the design ,aJ:proach 
of presenting the breaker face approximately nonnal to the 
chip flow. 
c. There is no significant effect on surface finish when this 
type of chip breaker is employed. 
! 
..• 
·.~ 
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
The increase in sophistication of the machining process is open-
in.g. new areas for research. Many Problem ("' rel n + ~:.~• • --~ ·"~) 
- ........ r.;!. l..1 ~-=· '. --•- ',j {) 
-
-... tc'">;, ., r. r1 "r ... ,le) :·· ........... I, Y'"'i ...... 
_,; ... ;..,~~I,.' \.· • :'. - • .,, ,~-. •f-~ 
a.:re- still unresolved and will require continuous i •, ,,,... .•• ~--. • ; r,,1 .... "' •- ,. ,.. ' ~ . ott•• -, ..... ~ ' ,.. tr 
the opinion of the author, which need immediate attention ano cou.ld 
g·iye additional conclusions of great practical importance for the 
development of the concept emphasized in this report are as follows: 
a.· Main emphasis in this experirrient ;,.;as to design the ch.ip 
breaker which could produce 
The attention should now be 
O f 
"'- chios. 
• 
I • f '1 r.:. ·.·.• '1 ~J'n· 0 ',• . ·., .•. ~. \. ) .,..., ,i... .. 
_:, 
breakers which could produce the pr·efer~!"'(:ci r·:1r~.(c· c)f 
chips. However, in practice no single tool car1 DE! ex-
pected to give optimum performance at all cutti.ng: z~on-
ditions. It is therefore recommended that if some of 
the breaker designs can be standardized, the designs 
will be of greater importance in the field of practice. 
b. It is also recommended that efforts be made to correlate 
the depth of breaker with the pror)e rt~i.e;:3 of the ;,;ork 
material, such as hardness, toughnc.::~,_; ~1r1ci otr1,~ r ph2r:-; ical 
properties. Heights and angle of breaker ,car~ tr1er1 ne 
standardized for the varying levels of conditions. These 
results would be very attractive to the manufacturers of 
throw away inserts • 
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APPENDIX 1 
CHIP BREAKER AND TOOL MATERIAL 
Tool Material 
Grade 
370 
We 
72 
o·hip Breakers Material 
Grade C 
SAE Type 01 
.95 
. 
. 
Co 
8.5 
Mn 
1.2 
:]lea·t Treatment Of Chip Breakers 
Tac 
11.5 
Si 
.25 
Ch 
.so 
Tic 
8 
w 
.so 
Ra 
91.2 
Va 
.15 
a. 
b. 
Austenitize at 1525°F in a salt bath for 15 minutes. 
Oil quench 
c. Temper at 300°F for 1 hr. 
Hardness of Re 60-65 was attained by this treatment. 
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i 
'· 
·rnsert 
TNU 433 
r-rp·a 433 
SNU 433 
APPENDIX 2 
Geometry 
-s·,-s,5,5,60,0,3;64 
l0,5,10,5,60,0,3/64 
-5,-5,15,15,60,15,3;64 
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Grade 
370 
370 
370 
Work Materials 
202 L{I'h f\l. 
1020 Steel 
'I 
•. 
.. 
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